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Deliver better results 
Empower your teams with clarity, alignment and the focus to deliver 
remarkable results.

This license gives a team member all the platform tools to set goals, plan 
roadmaps, run meetings, deliver projects in tasks, and create dashboards.
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Without a way to plan, align, and execute teams your business will fail to close the 
strategy and execution gap, costing precious time and money.  

ü You are spinning wheels getting no traction
ü Your people are multi-tasking
ü Your results are unpredictable

ü You are constantly changing priorities
ü Your people work in silos
ü Your leaders don’t deliver what matters most

Deliver better business results

Clarity, alignment and the right results are really hard to deliver every quarter. That’s 
why so few rarely deliver it, but it can be done if you know the way.
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Waymaker Goals give you a grip on your strategy execution with 
aligned goals, agile roadmaps and effective meetings.

Goals (OKRs)
Create intelligent goals, 

connect them across your 
organisation and deliver 

on your shared vision.

Roadmaps
Plan business, team, or 
product roadmaps and 

easily align multi-function 
teams to success.

Meetings
Run meetings with 

automated agendas, goal 
and task intelligence and 

remove roadblocks. 
Distribute minutes 

automatically.

Tasks
Deliver projects with task 
boards and tasks. Align 

teams, automate process, 
clone project or task 

templates.
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Waymaker Goals has the platform tools for strategic 
agility; goals, roadmaps, tasks, meetings, 

dashboards & Waymaker Academy.
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Goals
Create better goals (OKRs) to engage, 
align and bring clarity to team members 
work.

Goals are the building blocks of 
Waymaker’s strategic planning system. 
Every team member has their own goals, 
connected to their colleagues, and 
helping all see what needs to get done.

With Waymaker AI users can create 
smarter goals and more effective 
outcomes 80% faster.

Goals is built on the science of OKRs but 
uses plain language, smart AI, and 
dynamic integrations with diagnostics and 
tasks to bring strategic agility to the user.

ü AI powered goals
ü Unlimited goals per user
ü Set milestone, multi-year, or 

any date range
ü Cascade or nest goals for 

alignment
ü Private goals
ü Goal collaborators
ü Push and email notifications 

for reminders
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Roadmaps
Create a winning strategic roadmap, 
then watch your teams progress in real 
time.

Bin old ‘one-page-plans’ designed for the 
last century and win with a ‘one-cloud-
plan‘ that intelligently shows leaders how 
to improve, where to close gaps and 
always stays up to date on every device.

Waymaker’s powerful filtering allows your 
organisation to have one single strategic 
plan which can be filtered to show any 
team, user, or business unit’s strategic 
plan in real time.

ü Filterable strategic goal 
planner (Role, Team, User, 
Function, Status)

ü Automated & interactive 
visual planner

ü Prioritisation dashboard
ü Kanban goal manager
ü Global goal search
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Tasks
Deliver strategy with smart tasks
It easier than ever to build your project 
plan, and achieve your goals.

Think of tasks and taskboards as a way to 
operationalize goals.

Waymaker automation creates 
Taskboards for you when you’re creating a 
meeting or a goal.

Every taskboard is a canvas to plan and 
deliver the action that help you and your 
collaborators hit a goal.

ü Taskboard automation
ü Taskboard collaborators
ü Task & goal integration
ü Task & meeting integration
ü Custom Taskboards for 

projects
ü Task Kanban
ü Task Gant
ü Create Taskboard Templates
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Meetings
Lead effective meetings and remove 
roadblocks to move teams forward.

Never worry about meeting agendas, 
minutes, and task management.

Waymaker intelligently automates your 
operating rhythm through Meetings 
ensuring roadblocks are identified and 
removed.

With automated minute taking and one 
click PDF creation and distribution, 
running an effective meeting is business 
as usual.

ü Create custom meeting types
ü Automated minute tracking
ü Automated PDF generation & 

distribution
ü Automated goal and task 

tracking
ü Automated scorecard

dashboards
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Dashboards
Create a filter set on goals and receive 
instant insights for action.

Waymaker Dashboards is where you can 
quickly and easily see rolled and sliced 
data on goals, outcomes, and tasks.

Create a filter set for your team or 
business unit and instantly see what 
matters in goal dashboards or outcome 
scorecards.

Use the ‘Present’ feature to load a 
presentation style layout with one goal 
per slide and present a snapshot of goal 
focus, progress, actions, tasks with ease.

ü See actual vs forecast on your 
key metrics

ü Automatic scorecard creation
ü Integrate scorecards into

meetings
ü Filterable goal tracking
ü Create and save dashboard 

views
ü Unlimited scorecards
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To do that you know you need to find and deliver the highest 
value activities in the fastest possible way, every quarter.

The problem is with everything moving so fast you end up stuck in 
the driver’s seat doing too much and with no time to think or plan 
how to build a better business.

We believe strategic agility is the key to building a better business 
in the midst of chaos.

We know building a better business is hard, which is why we 
developed a platform that helps you find your breakthrough and 
start building a better business in 30 days or less.

At Waymaker we know that you want to be a 
transformational leader.

We help leaders and teams

Plan better
By revealing the most 
valuable actions through our 
intelligent diagnostic tools.

Grow better
By lifting performance 
through AI powered goals 
(OKRs) and easy to use 
playbooks. 

Lead better
By aligning teams with 
dynamic roadmaps, meeting 
automation, and task 
boards.



Free resources to help you build a better business. 

Waymaker resources

Waymaker Academy 
Accelerate your career with learning courses designed to get 
your further faster. You can become certified in Waymaker 
diagnostics and lead business & personal transformations.  

Visit: Waymaker.io/academy 

Waymaker Support
Our knowledgebase contains helpful how to articles for the 
administration and technical implementation of Waymaker in 
your organisation or for your clients. 

Visit: support.waymaker.io
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Waymaker Podcast: Leadership Torque
Listen or watch Waymaker leaders explore topics on business, 
strategy, technology, and leadership. Avaialable on all major 
podcast platforms. Search Waymaker Leadership Torque. 

Visit: Waymaker.io/podcast 

Waymaker Blog
Find helpful articles on topics that will build your skills and 
knowledge on leadership, strategy, business growth, customer 
experience, employee experience and personal development.

Visit: Waymaker.io/blog 

https://waymaker.io/academy/
https://support.waymaker.io/
https://waymaker.io/podcast/
https://waymaker.io/blog


Waymaker Platform
Build better goals, build a better business.

Make business improvement, business as usual.

Published on August 2022. The information contained in this brochure is provided as is and without any warranties of any kind, whether expressed or 
implied. All users and purchasers of Waymaker products are subject to the terms and conditions of use. Review these at Waymaker.io/msa

Book a demo at Waymaker.io/discovery 
Or, speak with your Waymaker Partner.


